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Happy Birthday to the SQLServerGeeks Magazine. We are overjoyed 

to let you know that the mag has completed one year in production. 

May 2021 witnessed the launch of the magazine and now we bring 

you the May 2022 edition. Thanks to all our authors, readers, and 

advertisers – you all have together made this possible. 
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vast technology landscape of the data world. Download your DPG 
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orking with linked servers often means hassle. One hassle is with connectivity and 

authentication. Another is that performance sometimes can very poor. In this month’s 

article I will discuss some tricks to avoid performance disasters with linked servers with 

help of dynamic SQL. 

If you want to run the examples in this article, you need to install a copy of the small demo database 

Northwind. If you don’t have it already, you can download it from Microsoft’s Github or my web site. 

You will also need a linked server. If you have access to two SQL Server instances, you can install 

Northwind on one instance and run the examples from the other instance. If you only have one 

instance available, you can still work with the examples by setting up a loopback server this way: 

 EXEC sp_addlinkedserver LNKSRV, '', 'SQLNCLI', @datasrc = @@servername 

The easiest way to query a table a remote server is to use four-part notation like this: 

 SELECT * FROM LNKSRV.Northwind.dbo.Orders WHERE OrderID = 11000 

Many times, this works fine, and you get a query plan akin to this: 

 

The main operator is a Remote Query and it returns one single row. That is, the local instance sends 

over the parameter value 11000 to the remote server which applied this filter locally. The technical 

term that optimizer people use is that the predicate is remoted. However, remoting does not always 

happen. Here is one example:   

DECLARE @lookfor nvarchar(20) = 'snabb' 

SELECT * FROM LNKSRV.Northwind.dbo.Orders  

WHERE patindex('%' + @lookfor + '%', ShipName) > 0 

Look at the query plan: 

W 

Erland Sommarskog       
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The remote query returns all 830 orders in Northwind and the filter is applied locally. The patindex 

function cannot be remoted, because the optimizer does not know whether the remote server 

supports the patindex function. Keep in mind that the remote data source could be running something 

else than SQL Server. 

In this particular situation, you can easily avoid the issue by using LIKE instead, as LIKE conditions 

generally are remoted. However, it is far from always there exists a rewrite, so let’s work with the 

example with patindex from a general perspective.  

As you can imagine, dragging over all rows from the remote table can lead to enormous performance 

problems if the remote table has hundreds of millions of rows. While this particular query always will 

require a full scan, it is a lot more efficient if this happens on the remote server. 

An easy way out, or so it may seem at first glance, is to use OPENQUERY: 

SELECT * 

FROM   OPENQUERY (LNKSRV, 'SELECT * FROM Northwind.dbo.Orders  

                           WHERE charindex(''%snabb%'', ShipName) > 0') 

OPENQUERY simply sends the query you pass to the remote server, so you know that it will be 

evaluated entirely on the remote server. 

You may note here that I have replaced the variable with the search string itself. But in many 

situations, we want to use a variable and not a hard-coded string. And this is where our trouble starts. 

You cannot replace snabb with @lookfor in the call to OPENQUERY, because the remote server has 

no knowledge about this variable. Alas, OPENQUERY does not provide a means to accept parameters. 

Nor does OPENQUERY accept a variable for the query string – it must be a string literal. (For good 

reasons: SQL Server needs to know the shape of the result set at compile time.) This often sends you 

down a rabbit hole of complicated dynamic SQL. There is all reason to avoid this if you can, so let’s 

look at alternatives first. 

A great solution is to use sp_executesql on the remote server and send a parameterised query like 

this: 

DECLARE @lookfor nvarchar(20) = 'snabb' 

DECLARE @sql nvarchar(MAX) =  

     'SELECT * FROM Northwind.dbo.Orders 

      WHERE patindex(''%'' + @lookfor + ''%'', ShipName) > 0' 

EXEC LNKSRV.Northwind.sys.sp_executesql  

      @sql, N'@lookfor nvarchar(20)', @lookfor 
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Note that the query string does not include the database name. Because the call to sp_executesql 

includes the database name, it will execute in the context of Northwind anyway. (If you are not 

acquainted with dynamic SQL and sp_executesql, see the beginning of my article The Curse and 

Blessings of Dynamic SQL.) 

This works only if the remote server also runs SQL Server. However, there is a generic alternative, to 

wit, EXEC() AT, that works with any remote data source: 

DECLARE @lookfor nvarchar(20) = 'snabb' 

DECLARE @sql nvarchar(MAX) =  

'SELECT * FROM Northwind.dbo.Orders WHERE patindex(''%'' + ? + ''%'' 

> 0' 

EXEC(@sql, 'snabb') AT LNKSRV  

Here the question mark (?) serves as a parameter placeholder, and you need to supply an actual value 

for each ? to EXEC() AT. (For more details on EXEC() AT, see section 2.4 in my article on dynamic SQL.) 

If you want to join the result from the remote table with local tables, you can use INSERT-EXEC to 

receive the result in a temp table and then use that temp table in your query: 

INSERT #temp (....) 

    EXEC LNKSRV.db.sys.sp_executesql @query, @params, @par1, @par2, ... 
 

If you think this looks complicated, let’s turn to OPENQUERY and see how fun that is. If you start using 

OPENQUERY without too much thought behind it, you may end up writing something like this: 

CREATE OR ALTER PROCEDURE get_remote_data @lookfor nvarchar(20) AS 

DECLARE @sql nvarchar(MAX) 

SELECT @sql = 'SELECT * FROM OPENQUERY(LNKSRV, ' + 

              '''SELECT * FROM Northwind.dbo.Orders ' + 

              'WHERE patindex(N''''%' + @lookfor + '%'''', ShipName) > 0'')' 

PRINT @sql 

EXEC sp_executesql @sql 

go 

EXEC get_remote_data 'snabb' 
 

I can only recommend you to take this path, if you already have made a conscious decision to lose 
your mind. Do you really fancy the idea of staring at something like this for a whole day, trying to 
understand if the reason why it does not work is because you have one single quote too many or too 
few somewhere? Or whether those per-cent characters should be elsewhere? The above does work – 
but I can assure you that I did not get it right in my first attempt. And while it may be working, this is 
open for SQL injection – both on the remote server and the local server. On top of that, because search 
value is inlined into the query string, the query contributes to cache pollution on the remote server. 
 
When you work with OPENQUERY, you need to take a systematic approach when you build your 
dynamic query. First, we need a helper function: 

CREATE FUNCTION quotestring_n(@str nvarchar(MAX)) RETURNS nvarchar(MAX) AS 

Handle Azure SQL Auditing With Ease (Page 3 of 7) 
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BEGIN 

    DECLARE @ret nvarchar(MAX), 

            @sq  nchar(1) = '''' 

    SELECT @ret = replace(@str, @sq, @sq + @sq) 

    RETURN('N' + @sq + @ret + @sq) 

END 
 

This function accepts as string as a parameter, and returns it wrapped in N'' to make it an nvarchar 
literal. Furthermore, all single quotes withing string are doubled to abide with the SQL syntax. 
 
Now when we have this function, we can build the query in two steps. First, we build the remote query 
string and then we wrap that in a local query: 

CREATE OR ALTER PROCEDURE get_remote_data @lookfor nvarchar(20) AS 

DECLARE @remotesql nvarchar(MAX), 

         @localsql  nvarchar(MAX) 

 

SELECT @remotesql =  

  'SELECT * FROM Northwind.dbo.Orders 

 WHERE patindex(' + dbo.quotestring_n('%' + @lookfor + '%') + ', ShipName) 

> 0' 

SELECT @localsql = 'SELECT * FROM OPENQUERY(LNKSRV, ' +  

                    dbo.quotestring_n(@remotesql) + ')' 

PRINT @localsql 

EXEC sp_executesql @localsql 

go 

EXEC get_remote_data 'snabb' 

We will now move to another situation where performance can be a challenge. Consider a query like 

this: 

SELECT ... 

FROM   LNKSRV.db.dbo.bigremotetbl r 

JOIN   dbo.tinylocaltbl l ON r.somecol = l.somecol 

As the names suggest, bigremotetbl is a big table, with millions of rows or more, while tinylocaltbl has 

just a handful. For good performance you want the optimizer to settle for a plan where the contents 

of tinylocaltbl.somecol is sent over to the remote server, and the part of the query against 

bigremotetbl is evaluated there. The optimizer is certainly able to produce such a plan as testified by 

this example.  

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS #orderids 

Handle Azure SQL Auditing With Ease (Page 4 of 7) 
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CREATE TABLE #orderids (id int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY) 

INSERT #orderids (id) VALUES(10876), (11000), (11035) 

 

SELECT O.*  

FROM   LNKSRCV.Northwind.dbo.Orders O 

WHERE  O.OrderID IN (SELECT t.id FROM #orderids t) 

This is the query plan I get: 

 

However, this may not always happen. As we have seen, the query could have a condition that cannot 

be remoted. With a join, there is a second risk: the optimizer may for one reason or another get the 

estimates wrong. In either situation, this could lead to the remote table to be dragged over to the local 

server resulting in a performance disaster. 

I will have to admit that I am not inclined to take my chances that the optimizer will get things right. 

When I encounter a situation like this, I rather pass the data in the local table to the remote server 

and run a query there as a disaster prevention. My preferred method is to package the data in the 

local table in an XML string which I pass to the remote server with sp_executesql. In the remote query, 

I shred the XML data into a local temp table which I then join to the main table on the remote server. 

Here is a rewrite of the query below to achieve this: 

DECLARE @xmlstr nvarchar(MAX), 

        @query  nvarchar(MAX) 

SELECT @xmlstr = (SELECT id FROM #orderids FOR XML RAW, ROOT('root')) 

SELECT @query = ' 

   DECLARE @xml xml = cast(@xmlstr AS xml) 

   CREATE TABLE #xmldata (id int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY) 

   INSERT #xmldata(id) 

      SELECT T.c.value(''@id'', ''int'') 

      FROM   @xml.nodes(''/root/row'') AS T(c) 

Handle Azure SQL Auditing With Ease (Page 5 of 7) 
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   SELECT * 

   FROM   dbo.Orders O 

   WHERE  O.OrderID IN (SELECT x.id FROM #xmldata x)' 

EXEC LNKSRV.Northwind.sys.sp_executesql @query, N'@xmlstr nvarchar(MAX)',               

                                        @xmlstr 

When forming the XML string, I use FOR XML RAW, which is the easiest to use for this purpose. You 

may note that the data type of @xmlstr is nvarchar and not xml. This is because the xml data type is 

not supported in calls to linked servers. Instead, I cast @xmlstr to xml on the remote side, so that I 

can shred it into #xmldata. 

You may ask whether the temp table on remote server is needed; couldn't we use @xml.nodes 

directly? Indeed, we can, but then optimizer would not have any clue about the data, and make a blind 

assumption which could lead to poor performance. For this reason, it is generally a good idea to shred 

XML data into a temp table, so that the optimizer gets some statistics to work from. 

You may also ask if we couldn’t use a table-valued parameter instead. The answer is the same as for 

the xml data type: not supported with linked servers. What is a viable alternative on SQL 2016 and 

later is to use JSON instead if you so fancy. Since JSON is handled as nvarchar in SQL Server anyway, 

this removes the initial cast in @query above 

An alternative is to use OPENQUERY and transform the local temp table to an IN list: 

DECLARE @getlist      nvarchar(MAX), 

        @remotequery  nvarchar(MAX), 

        @localquery   nvarchar(MAX) 

-- SQL 2016 and earlier. 

--SELECT @getlist =  

--   (SELECT concat(id, ', ') 

--    FROM   #orderids 

--    FOR XML PATH(''), TYPE).value('.', 'nvarchar(MAX)') 

--SELECT @getlist = substring(@getlist, 1, len(@getlist) - 1)   

SELECT @getlist = string_agg(convert(varchar(10), id), ',') FROM #orderids 

SELECT @remotequery =  

    N'SELECT * 

      FROM   Northwind.dbo.Orders O 

      WHERE  O.OrderID IN (' + @getlist + ')' 

SELECT @localquery =  

   N'SELECT * 

     FROM   OPENQUERY(LNKSRV, ' + dbo.quotestring_n(@remotequery) + ')' 

PRINT @localquery 

Handle Azure SQL Auditing With Ease (Page 6 of 7) 
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EXEC sp_executesql @localquery 

The comma-separated list is saved into @getlist, which we construct with help of the string_agg 

function. (On older versions of SQL Server you can use the funny quirk with FOR XML PATH commented 

out above for the same purpose). Once we have @getlist, we build the query in two steps as we did 

above: we first build @remotequery, and then we embed it into @localquery. 

I am less fond of this solution. As I noted above, it causes litter in the plan cache on the remote server, 

since the values in #getlist appear as constants in the query. However, if you are accessing another 

data source than SQL Server, the solution with sending over XML/JSON may not work with that data 

source. 

Finally, I should reinforce that this is a path you would take only when you are very sure that the local 

table is a lot smaller than the remote table. If you apply it when the relations are the opposite, you 

are certainly in for bad performance. 
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n today’s blog, we will be discussing the concept of selectivity.  

For a SQL Server user who performs actions such as storing and recovering data on a daily basis as 

a developer or a DBA, the concept of selectivity might not be at the top of their priorities. Whereas, 

for someone who wants to dive deep into the internals of SQL Server engine and more importantly is 

involved in query tuning, concepts such as Predicates, Density Factor, Cardinality Estimation and of 

course Selectivity have a lot to bring to the game.  

The prime focus of the blog will be selectivity. What it means, how it works and most importantly 

some misconceptions associated with the topic.  

Selectivity can be stated to be the “measure of uniqueness” or “the number of rows matching the 

predicate divided by the total number of rows.” 

Selectivity = No. of rows matching the predicate/Total number of rows 

A simple example using predicates can help better understand the concept of selectivity.  

We are using AdventureWorks2014 for the purposes of this blog. In AdventureWorks2014, there is a 

table called sales.SalesOrderDetail in the sales schema. Let’s look at the no of rows in this table. 

USE AdventureWorks2014 
GO 
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Sales.SalesOrderDetail 

 

There are 121317 rows in the table SalesOrderDetail.  

Now, a predicate is applied to filter all entries with an ID of 43659. 

SELECT * FROM Sales.SalesOrderDetail 
WHERE SalesOrderID = 43659 

I 

Amit R S Bansal |        @A_Bansal 
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The Status bar shows the result set having 12 records. Appling this to the formula we get the following 

result. 

Selectivity=12/121317 

         = 0.00009891 

It is to be noted that the number of records returned are very low, making the query highly Selective. 

A query is said to have ‘high Selectivity’ if low number of records are returned that matched the 

predicate, whereas a query is said to have ‘low Selectivity’ if a large number of records are returned. 

In order to understand low Selectivity, the previous query can be tweaked to display all entries that 

have an ID greater than 43659. 

SELECT * FROM Sales.SalesOrderDetail 
WHERE SalesOrderID > 43659 

This query returns a result set containing 121305 rows. Applying this value in the formula, we get the 

following. 

Selectivity=121305/12137 

         = 0.99990108 

A selectivity value of 1 means that all rows of the table are being returned. One of the 

primary misconceptions regarding this topic that must be clarified is data can never be 

high or low on selectivity. It is the query.  

Let us look into an example to better understand this concept. A table named Product contains the 

master data for products, where every record in the table represents a product. There are a total of 

504 records in the table. 

SQL Server – The Concept of Selectivity (Page 2 of 4) 
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SELECT * FROM Production.Product 

 

All the product IDs in the table are unique which makes the table highly unique, thus having a high 

value of selectivity.  

Although, saying that the data is highly selective would still be incorrect in this case. This can be 

checked by running a couple more queries. 

The query shown below returns all records containing an ID of 1. 

There is only one record from a total of 504 rows, thus making the query highly selective. 

SELECT * FROM Production.Product 
WHERE ProductID = 1 

 

On changing the query with a different predicate that returns all entries whose ‘FinishedGoodsFlag’ 

value is 0, 209 rows are returned in the results set. 

SELECT * FROM Production.Product 
WHERE FinishedGoodsFlag = 0 

 

Upon using this value in the formula, we can obtain the value of selectivity as follows–  

Selectivity=(209/504)*100 

         = 41.468200 

 This clearly shows that even when the data in the table (master or transactional) is the same, the 

values of selectivity may differ. This proves that the data in itself does not determine selectivity, but 

instead it is the query that that defines it.  

SQL Server – The Concept of Selectivity (Page 3 of 4) 
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Estimated time to complete this lab 
60 minutes 

Objectives: 
fter  completing  this lab, we will learn: 

 

• The basic overview of extended events 

• Different components of extended events 

• How to setup extended event 

• Different targets available in extended events 

• Some advanced features available on extended event GUI in SQL Server 2012 

Lab Setup Requirements 
Before executing this lab: 

• You must have SQL Server 2012 Standard/Developer/Enterprise/Evaluation edition or higher. 

Click here to download SQL Server evaluation edition 

• You must have AdventureWorks sample databases. It is recommended that you have 

AdventureWorks2012 or higher. Click here to download AdventureWorks sample databases 

Prerequisites 
Before executing this lab: 

• It is recommended that you have basic experience with SQL Server 

• You have met the Lab Setup Requirements mentioned above 

Lab Scenario 
SQL Server Extended Events (Extended Events) is a general event-handling system for server systems. 

The Extended Events infrastructure supports the correlation of data from SQL Server, and under 

certain conditions, the correlation of data from the operating system and database applications. In the 

first exercise, we will explore different components of extended events. In the second exercise we will 

create an event session and will also look at system catalog views and DMV to view configuration of 

A 
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an existing event session. In the third exercise, we will look at different targets available in the 

extended event and in the fourth and final exercise of this we will look at some exciting features 

available in the SQL Server Management Studio extended event GUI.  

Tips to complete this lab successfully 
Following these tips will be helpful in completing the lab successfully in time 

• All lab files are located in SQL Server Extended Events Basics folder 

• The script(s) are divided into various sections marked with ‘Begin’, ‘End’ and ‘Steps’. As per 

the instructions, execute the statements between particular sections only or for a particular 

step 

• Read the instructions carefully and do not deviate from the flow of the lab 

• Practice this lab only in your test machine/environment. Do not run this lab in your production 

environment 

Exercise 1: Extended Event Objects 
Overview: 
All the components of extended event objects are contained in the package, which is a container for 

SQL Server Extended Events objects. There are three kinds of Extended Events packages, which include 

the following: 

• package0 - Extended Events system objects. This is the default package 
• Sqlserver - SQL Server related objects 
• Sqlos - SQL Server Operating System (SQLOS) related objects 

 
A package can contain any or all of the following objects, which are discussed in greater detail later in 
this exercise: 

• Events 
• Targets 
• Actions 
• Types 
• Predicates 
• Maps 
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Scenario 
In this exercise, we will look at different components of extended events. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

 
Launch SQL Server 
Management Studio 

 
1. Click Start | All Programs | SQL Server 2012 | SQL Server 

Management Studio 

2. In the Connect to Server dialog box, click Connect 
 

 
Open 
1_EventObjects.sql 
 

 

1. Click File | Open | File or press (Ctrl + O) 

2. In Open File dialogue box, navigate to SQL Server Extended 

Events Basics\Scripts folder 

3. Select 1_EventObjects.sql and click Open 

 

 
View packages 
 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view available packages in extended 
event 
 
SET NOCOUNT ON; 
------------- 
-- Packages  
------------- 
-- Step 1: View packages of extended events 
SELECT name, description FROM sys.dm_xe_packages; 
GO 
 

Explanation:  There are two packages named sqlserver in the below 
screenshot. These two packages are not same and they are loaded from 
two different module.  
 

 
 

 
View events 
 

 

Execute the following statement(s) to view events available in SQL Server 
2012 
 

Explanation: Events are monitoring points of interest in the execution path 
of a program, such as SQL Server. An event firing carries with it the fact 
that the point of interest was reached, and state information from the time 
the event was fired.  
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------------- 
-- Events 
------------- 
-- Step 2: View all the extended events available  
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'event'; 
GO 
 

 Note:  There are total 627 events available in SQL Server 2012 but due to 
shortage of space the below screenshot contains only the      
 first four events. 
 

 
 

 
View data types 
returned by an event 
 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view data types returned by a 
particular event. 
 
----------------------- 
-- Event Data Elements 
----------------------- 
-- Step 3: View all the data type returned by a particular 
extended event 
SELECT XOC.name, XOC.type_name, XOC.column_type, 
XOC.column_value, XOC.description FROM sys.dm_xe_objects AS 
XO 
INNER JOIN sys.dm_xe_object_columns AS XOC  
ON XO.name = XOC.object_name WHERE XO.name = 
'missing_column_statistics' 
AND XO.object_type = 'event'; 
GO 

 

 
 
Observation: In the above statement we are viewing data types returned 
by event missing_column_statistics.  
 
Note: in the column_type column there are three distinct types. 
Customizable column data can be set by the user. 
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View available 
actions  

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view available actions  
 
Explanation: An action is a programmatic response or series of responses 
to an event. Actions are bound to an event, and each event may have a 
unique set of actions. An action bound to an event is invoked 
synchronously on the thread that fired the event. There are many types of 
actions and they have a wide range of capabilities.  
 
------------- 
-- Actions 
------------- 
-- Step 4: View all the actions available  
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'action'; 
GO 

  
Note: There are around 50 actions available in SQL Server 2012 but due to 
a shortage of space the below screenshot contains only the first five 
actions. 
 

 
 

 
View predicates 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view predicates 
 
Explanation: Predicates are a set of logical rules that are used to evaluate 
events when they are processed. This enables the Extended Events user to 
selectively capture event data based on specific criteria. There are two 
different types of predicate objects; source objects which provide the 
global state data elements for filtering on and comparators which provide 
the textual comparisons that can be performed between a data element 
and the specified value. 
 
------------- 
-- Predicates 
------------- 
 
-- Predicate Sources 
-- Step 5: View all the predicate source available  
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
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 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'pred_source'; 
GO 
 

Note: There are around 44 predicate sources available in SQL Server 2012 
but due to a shortage of space the below screenshot contains only the first 
four predicate sources. 
 

 
 
-- Predicate Comparators 
-- Step 6: View all the predicate comparators available 
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'pred_compare'; 
GO 
 

 
 
Note: There are around 77 predicate comparators available in SQL Server 
2012 but due to a shortage of space the above screenshot contains only 
the first five predicate comparators. 
 

 
View different data 
types returned by 
extended event 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view all the data types returned by 
extended event 
 
------------- 
-- Types 
------------- 
-- Step 7: View all the data types of the data returned by 
extended event 
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
      WHERE  XO.object_type = 'Type'; 
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Note: There are around 28 data types available in SQL Server 2012 but due 
to a shortage of space the above screenshot contains only the first six 
types. 
 

 
View all the available 
targets in extended 
event 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to targets available in extended event 
 
Explanation: SQL Server Extended Events targets are event consumers. 
Targets can write to a file, store event data in a memory buffer, or 
aggregate event data. Targets can process data synchronously or 
asynchronously. 
 
------------- 
-- Targets 
------------- 
-- Step 8: View all the available targets 
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'target' AND XP.name = 
'package0'; 
GO 
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View maps 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view maps available in extended 
events 
 
Explanation: A map table maps an internal value to a string, which enables 
a user to know what the value represents. Instead of only being able to 
obtain a numeric value, a user can get a meaningful description of the 
internal value. The following query shows how to obtain map values. 
 
------------- 
-- Maps 
------------- 
-- Step 9: View all the mapping objects available 
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'map'; 
GO 
 

 
 
-- Step 10: View mappings objects from map table 
SELECT name, map_key, map_value 
FROM sys.dm_xe_map_values 
WHERE name = 'wait_types'; 
GO 
 

 
 

 
Close all the query 
windows 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, click 
NO 
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Exercise 2: Extended Event Objects 
Scenario: 
In this exercise, we will create an event session and will also monitor event session using system 

catalog views and DMV’s. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

 
Open 
2_EventSession.sql 

 
1. Click File | Open | File or press (Ctrl + O) 

2. In Open File dialogue box, navigate to SQL Server Extended 

Events Basics\Scripts folder 

3. Select 2_EventSession.sql and click Open 
 

 
View event and 
package details 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view package and event details for 
lock_acquired event 
 
-- Step 1: Find event information and package name 
SELECT XP.name AS package_name, 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.name = 'lock_acquired'; 
GO 
 

 
 

 
View data elements 
for event 
lock_acquired 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view data types returned by 
lock_acquired event 
 
-- Step 2: View data elements of lock_acquired extended 
event 
SELECT XOC.name, XOC.type_name, XOC.column_type, 
XOC.column_value, XOC.description FROM sys.dm_xe_objects AS 
XO 
INNER JOIN sys.dm_xe_object_columns AS XOC  
ON XO.name = XOC.object_name WHERE XO.name = 
'lock_acquired' 
AND XO.object_type = 'event'; 
GO 
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CREATE event 
session 
 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to CREATE event session LockingInfo 
for lock_acquired event 
 
-- Step 3: Create event session 
IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM sys.server_event_sessions WHERE 
name='LockingInfo') 
DROP EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo] ON SERVER; 
CREATE EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo] ON SERVER  
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_acquired(SET 
collect_database_name=(1),collect_resource_description=(1) 
    ACTION(sqlserver.session_id) 
    WHERE 
([package0].[equal_unicode_string]([database_name],N'Advent
ureWorks2012')))  
ADD TARGET package0.ring_buffer 
WITH (MAX_DISPATCH_LATENCY=5 SECONDS) 
GO 

 

 
START event session 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to START event session LockingInfo 

 
-- Step 4: Start event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo 
ON SERVER 
STATE=START; 
GO 

 

 
Execute an explicit 
transaction against 
AdventureWorks201
2 database 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to run an explicit transaction against 
AdventureWorks2012 database 
 
-- Step 5: Execute an explicit transaction 
USE AdventureWorks2012 
BEGIN TRAN T1; 
UPDATE Person.Person SET FirstName = 'test' 
WHERE BusinessEntityID = 100; 
GO 

 

 
View event data 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view event data of LockingInfo 
event session 
 
-- Step 6: View event data in XML format 
SELECT name, target_name, CAST(xet.target_data AS xml) 
FROM sys.dm_xe_session_targets AS xet 
JOIN sys.dm_xe_sessions AS xe 
   ON (xe.address = xet.event_session_address) 
WHERE xe.name = 'LockingInfo' 
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View event session 
details using system 
catalog view 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view event session details for 
LockingInfo event session using system catalog views 
 
-- Step 7: View event session details from system catalogs 
SELECT sessions.name AS SessionName, sevents.package as 
PackageName,  
sevents.name AS EventName,  
sevents.predicate, sactions.name AS ActionName, stargets.name 
AS TargetName  
FROM sys.server_event_sessions sessions  
INNER JOIN sys.server_event_session_events sevents  
ON sessions.event_session_id = sevents.event_session_id  
INNER JOIN sys.server_event_session_actions sactions  
ON sessions.event_session_id = sactions.event_session_id  
INNER JOIN sys.server_event_session_targets stargets  
ON sessions.event_session_id = stargets.event_session_id  
WHERE sessions.name = 'LockingInfo'  
GO 
 

 
 

 
View configurable 
column and target 
details using DMV 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view configurable column and target 
details for LockingInfo event session 
 
-- Step 8: View configurable column and target details from DMV 
SELECT DISTINCT s.name AS session_name,  
    t.target_name, 
       oc.object_type,  
       oc.column_name,  
       oc.column_value, 
    ea.action_name 
FROM sys.dm_xe_sessions AS s 
INNER JOIN sys.dm_xe_session_targets AS t 
     ON s.address = t.event_session_address 
INNER JOIN sys.dm_xe_session_events AS e 
     ON s.address = e.event_session_address 
INNER JOIN sys.dm_xe_session_object_columns AS oc 
        
 
       ON s.address = oc.event_session_address 
INNER JOIN sys.dm_xe_session_event_actions as ea 
 ON s.address = ea.event_session_address 
       AND ((oc.object_type = 'target' AND t.target_name = 
oc.object_name)  
       OR (oc.object_type = 'event' AND e.event_name = 
oc.object_name)) WHERE S.name = 'LockingInfo'; 
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Cleanup 

 
Execute the following script in Cleanup section 
 
--------------------- 
-- Begin: Cleanup 
--------------------- 
-- Rollback transaction T1 
ROLLBACK TRAN T1 
 
-- Stop the event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo 
ON SERVER 
STATE=STOP 
 
-- Drop the event session 
DROP EVENT SESSION LockingInfo 
ON SERVER 
 
--------------------- 
-- End: Cleanup 
--------------------- 

 

 
Close all the query 
windows 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, click 
NO 

 
 

Exercise 3: Extended Events Targets 
Overview 
SQL Server Extended Events targets are event consumers. Targets can write to a file, store event data 
in a memory buffer, or aggregate event data. Targets can process data synchronously or 
asynchronously. 
The Extended Events design ensures that targets are guaranteed to receive events once and only once 
per session. 
Extended Events provide the following targets that we can use for an Extended Events session: 

• Event counter 
Counts all specified events that occur during an Extended Events session. Use to obtain 
information about workload characteristics without adding the overhead of full event 
collection. This is a synchronous target. 

• Event file 
Use to write event session output from complete memory buffers to disk. This is an 
asynchronous target. 

• Event pairing 
Many kinds of events occur in pairs, such as lock acquires and lock releases. Use to determine 
when a specified paired event does not occur in a matched set. This is an asynchronous target. 

• Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) 
Use to correlate SQL Server events with Windows operating system or application event data. 
This is a synchronous target. 

• Histogram 
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Use to count the number of times that a specified event occurs, based on a specified event 
column or action. This is an asynchronous target. 

• Ring buffer 
Use to hold the event data in memory on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis or on a per-event FIFO 
basis. This is an asynchronous target. 

Scenario 
In this exercise, we will look at different targets available in SQL Server extended event. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

 
Open 
3_EventTargets.sql 

 
1. Click File | Open | File or press (Ctrl + O) 

2. In Open File dialogue box, navigate to SQL Server Extended Events 

Basics\Scripts folder 

3. Select 3_EventTargets.sql and click Open 

 

 
View available 
targets 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view available targets  
 
SET NOCOUNT ON; 
-- Step 1: View all the available targets 
SELECT 
         XO.name AS event_name, 
         XO.description 
 FROM sys.dm_xe_packages AS XP 
 JOIN sys.dm_xe_objects AS XO 
      ON XP.guid = XO.package_guid 
 WHERE  XO.object_type = 'target' AND XP.name = 
'package0'; 
GO 

  

 
 

 
CREATE and view 
event session with 
event counter 
target 

 
Execute the following statement(s) one by one 
 
In this step, we will do the following 

1. CREATE an event session LockingInfo1 with event counter 

as target 

2. START LockingInfo1 event session 
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3. Execute an explicit transaction against 

AdventureWorks2012 database to generate event data 

4. View LockingInfo1  event data 

5. ROLLBACK explicit transaction executed against 

AdventureWorks2012 database 
 
-------------------------------- 
-- Begin: Step 2 (Event Counter) 
-------------------------------- 
-- Create event session 
IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM sys.server_event_sessions WHERE 
name='LockingInfo1') 
DROP EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo1] ON SERVER; 
CREATE EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo1] ON SERVER  
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_acquired 
ADD TARGET package0.event_counter 
WITH 
(EVENT_RETENTION_MODE=ALLOW_SINGLE_EVENT_LOSS,MAX_DISPATCH_LA
TENCY=5 SECONDS) 
GO 
 
-- Start event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo1 
ON SERVER 
STATE=START; 
GO 
 
-- Execute an explicit transaction 
USE AdventureWorks2012 
BEGIN TRAN T1; 
UPDATE Person.Person SET FirstName = 'test' 
WHERE BusinessEntityID = 100; 
GO 
 
-- View event data 
SELECT name, target_name, CAST(xet.target_data AS xml) 
FROM sys.dm_xe_session_targets AS xet 
JOIN sys.dm_xe_sessions AS xe 
   ON (xe.address = xet.event_session_address) 
WHERE xe.name = 'LockingInfo1' 
 
-- Rollback transaction T1 
ROLLBACK TRAN T1; 
 
--------------------------- 
-- End: Step 2 
--------------------------- 
 

Explanation:  The event counter target counts all events that occur during 
an Extended Events session. By using the event counter target, you can 
obtain information about workload characteristics without adding the 
overhead of full event collection. This target has no customizable 
parameters. 
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Execute the following statement(s) one by one 
 
In this step, we will do the following 

1. CREATE an event session LockingInfo2 with event file as 

target 

2. START LockingInfo2 event session 

3. Execute an explicit transaction against 

AdventureWorks2012 database to generate event data 

4. View LockingInfo2  event data 

5. ROLLBACK explicit transaction executed against 

AdventureWorks2012 database 
--------------------------- 
-- Begin: Step3 (Event File) 
--------------------------- 
-- Create event session 
IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM sys.server_event_sessions WHERE 
name='LockingInfo2') 
DROP EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo2] ON SERVER; 
CREATE EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo2] ON SERVER  
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_acquired  
 
 
ADD TARGET package0.event_file(SET 
filename=N'C:\temp\LockingInfo2.xel') 
WITH (MAX_DISPATCH_LATENCY=5 SECONDS) 
GO 
-- Start event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo2 
ON SERVER 
STATE=START; 
GO 
 
-- Execute an explicit transaction 
USE AdventureWorks2012 
BEGIN TRAN T1; 
UPDATE Person.Person SET FirstName = 'test' 
WHERE BusinessEntityID = 100; 
GO 
 
-- View event data 
SELECT *, CAST(event_data AS XML) AS 'event_data_XML' 
FROM 
sys.fn_xe_file_target_read_file('C:\temp\LockingInfo2*.xel', 
NULL, NULL, NULL) 
 
-- Rollback transaction T1 
ROLLBACK TRAN T1; 
 
--------------------------- 
-- End: Step3 
--------------------------- 
 

Explanation:  The event file target is a target that writes complete buffers 
to disk. The first time that an event file target is created, the filename we 
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specify is appended with _0_ and a long integer value. The integer value is 
calculated as the number of milliseconds between January 1, 1600, and the 
date and time the file is created. Subsequent rollover files also use this 
format. From examining the value of the long integer, we can determine the 
most current file. 
 

 
CREATE and view 
event session with 
histogram target 

 
Execute the following statement(s) one by one 
 
In this step, we will do the following 

1. CREATE an event session LockingInfo3 with histogram as 

target 

2. START LockingInfo3 event session 

3. Execute an explicit transaction against 

AdventureWorks2012 database to generate event data 

4. View LockingInfo3  event data 

5. ROLLBACK explicit transaction executed against 

AdventureWorks2012 database 
 
--------------------------- 
-- Begin: Step 4 (Histograms) 
--------------------------- 
-- Create event session 
IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM sys.server_event_sessions WHERE 
name='LockingInfo3') 
DROP EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo3] ON SERVER; 
CREATE EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo3] ON SERVER  
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_acquired  
ADD TARGET package0.histogram(SET 
filtering_event_name=N'sqlserver.lock_acquired',source=N'mode
',source_type=(0)) 
WITH (MAX_DISPATCH_LATENCY=3 SECONDS) 
GO 
 
-- Start event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo3 
ON SERVER 
STATE=START; 
GO 
 
-- Execute an explicit transaction 
USE AdventureWorks2012 
BEGIN TRAN T1; 
UPDATE Person.Person SET FirstName = 'test' 
WHERE BusinessEntityID = 100; 
GO 
 
-- View event data 
SELECT name, target_name, CAST(xet.target_data AS xml) 
FROM sys.dm_xe_session_targets AS xet 
   JOIN sys.dm_xe_sessions AS xe 
   ON (xe.address = xet.event_session_address) 
WHERE xe.name = 'LockingInfo3' 
 
-- Rollback transaction T1 
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ROLLBACK TRAN T1; 
 
--------------------------- 
-- End: Step 4 
--------------------------- 
 

Explanation:  The histogram target groups occurrences of a specific event 
type based on event data. The groupings of events are counted based on a 
specified event column or action. We can use the histogram target to 
troubleshoot performance issues. By identifying which events are occurring 
most frequently, we can find "hotspots" that indicate a potential cause of a 
performance problem. 
 

 
CREATE and view 
event session with 
ring buffer target 

 
Execute the following statement(s) one by one 
 
In this step, we will do the following 

1. CREATE an event session LockingInfo4 with ring buffer as 
target 

2. START LockingInfo4 event session 
3. Execute an explicit transaction against AdventureWorks2012 

database to generate event data 
4. View LockingInfo4  event data 
5. ROLLBACK explicit transaction executed against 

AdventureWorks2012 database 
--------------------------- 
-- Begin: Step 5 (Ring Buffer) 
--------------------------- 
-- Create event session 
IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM sys.server_event_sessions WHERE 
name='LockingInfo5') 
DROP EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo4] ON SERVER; 
CREATE EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo4] ON SERVER  
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_acquired 
ADD TARGET package0.ring_buffer 
WITH (MAX_DISPATCH_LATENCY=5 SECONDS) 
GO 
 
-- Start event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo4 
ON SERVER 
STATE=START; 
GO 
 
-- Execute an explicit transaction 
USE AdventureWorks2012 
BEGIN TRAN T1; 
UPDATE Person.Person SET FirstName = 'test' 
WHERE BusinessEntityID = 100; 
GO 
 
-- View event data 
SELECT name, target_name, CAST(xet.target_data AS xml) 
FROM sys.dm_xe_session_targets AS xet 
JOIN sys.dm_xe_sessions AS xe 
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   ON (xe.address = xet.event_session_address) 
WHERE xe.name = 'LockingInfo4' 
 
-- Rollback transaction T1 
ROLLBACK TRAN T1; 
 
--------------------------- 
-- End: Step 5 
--------------------------- 
 
 

Explanation:  The ring buffer target briefly holds event data in memory. This 
target can manage events in one of two modes. 

• The first mode is strict first-in-first-out (FIFO), where the oldest 
event is discarded when all the memory allocated to the target is 
used. In this mode (the default), the occurrence_number option is 
set to 0 

• The second mode is per-event FIFO, where a specified number of 
events of each type is kept. In this mode, the oldest events of each 
type are discarded when all the memory allocated to the target is 
used. You can configure the occurrence_number option to specify 
the number of events of each type to keep. 

 

 
CREATE and view 
event session with 
event pairing 
target 

 
Execute the following statement(s) one by one 
 
In this step, we will do the following 

1. CREATE an event session LockingInfo5 with event pairing as 
target 

2. START LockingInfo5 event session 
3. Execute an explicit transaction against AdventureWorks2012 

database to generate event data 
4. View LockingInfo5  event data 
5. ROLLBACK explicit transaction executed against 

AdventureWorks2012 database 
--------------------------- 
-- Begin: Step 6(Event Pairing) 
--------------------------- 
-- Create event session 
IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM sys.server_event_sessions WHERE 
name='LockingInfo5') 
DROP EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo5] ON SERVER; 
CREATE EVENT SESSION [LockingInfo5] ON SERVER  
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_acquired, 
ADD EVENT sqlserver.lock_released  
ADD TARGET package0.pair_matching(SET 
begin_event=N'sqlserver.lock_acquired',end_event=N'sqlserver.
lock_released') 
WITH (MAX_DISPATCH_LATENCY=3 SECONDS) 
GO 
 
-- Start event session 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo5 
ON SERVER 
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STATE=START; 
GO 
 
 
-- Execute an explicit transaction 
USE AdventureWorks2012 
BEGIN TRAN T1; 
UPDATE Person.Person SET FirstName = 'test' 
WHERE BusinessEntityID = 100; 
GO 
 
-- View event data 
SELECT name, target_name, CAST(xet.target_data AS xml) 
FROM sys.dm_xe_session_targets AS xet 
JOIN sys.dm_xe_sessions AS xe 
   ON (xe.address = xet.event_session_address) 
WHERE xe.name = 'LockingInfo5' 
 
-- Rollback transaction T1 
ROLLBACK TRAN T1; 
 
--------------------------- 
-- End: Step 6 
--------------------------- 
  

Explanation:  The event pairing target matches two events using one or 
more columns of data that are present in each event. Many events come in 
pairs, for example, lock acquires and lock releases. After an event sequence 
is paired, both events are discarded. Discarding matched sets allows for easy 
detection of lock acquisitions that have not been released. 
 

 
Cleanup 

 
Execute the following script in Cleanup section 
 
------------------- 
-- Begin: Cleanup 
------------------- 
-- Stop the event sessions 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo1 
ON SERVER 
STATE=STOP 
 
 
 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo2 
ON SERVER 
STATE=STOP 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo3 
ON SERVER 
STATE=STOP 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo4 
ON SERVER 
STATE=STOP 
ALTER EVENT SESSION LockingInfo5 
ON SERVER 
STATE=STOP 
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-- Drop the event sessions 
DROP EVENT SESSION LockingInfo1 
ON SERVER 
DROP EVENT SESSION LockingInfo2 
ON SERVER 
DROP EVENT SESSION LockingInfo3 
ON SERVER 
DROP EVENT SESSION LockingInfo4 
ON SERVER 
DROP EVENT SESSION LockingInfo5 
ON SERVER 

 

 
Close all the query 
windows 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, click 
NO 

 

Exercise 4: Extended Events Graphical User Interface 
Scenario 
In this exercise, we will look at different components and some advanced features of extended events 

graphical user interface. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

Launch SQL Server 
Management 
Studio 

 

1. Click Start | All Programs | SQL Server 2012 | SQL Server 

Management Studio 

2. In the Connect to Server dialog box, click Connect 

 

 
Open extended 
event graphical 
user interface 

 
1. Click View | Object Explorer or press (F8) 

2. Expand Server | Expand Management | Expand Extended Events 

3. Right click on New Session  
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CREATE an event 
session 

 
1. Give session name as   (Or any name) 

 

 
 

2. Enable causality tracking by selecting the checkbox  
 
Note: It’s located at the bottom of General page. Expand the 
New Session window, if unable to view. 
 

 
 

3. Click on Events page 
 

 
 

4. On the Event library type sql_statement 
 

 
 

5. Click on arrow facing right side to include the events for 
configuration 
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6. Click on Configure to configure event session  

 

 
 

7. Select sql_statement_completed  from the Selected events 
list and the mark database_name checkbox 

 
Note: We can configure Actions for an event session from this 
window 
 

 
 

8. Click on Filter (Predicate) tab and click just below field (Click 
here to add clause) and select logical_reads is equal to 10 as 
shown in the below diagram 
 
Note: We can configure Predicates for an event session from 
this window 

 

 
 

9. Click on Event Fields tab and mark 
parameterized_plan_handle and statement check box 
 
Note: We can configure a configurable column from this 
window if the event contains any configurable column in 
Event Fields. 
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10. Select sql_statement_starting from Selected events and click 

on Filter(Predicate) tab. From the Field drop down list choose 
sqlserver.database_name, from the Operator drop-down list, 
choose equal_unicode_string and in the Value text box write 
AdventureWorks2012 
 

 
 

11. In the Event Fields for sql_statement_starting mark statement 
check box 
 

 
 

12. Click on Data Storage page 
 
Note: We can configure Targets for an event session from this 
window. 

 

 
 

13. Select ring_buffer from the drop down list. 
 
Note: Each target has some configurable options, observe that 
in the bottom of this window. 
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14. Click on Advanced page 
 

 
 

15. Change the value of Maximum dispatch latency from default 
30 seconds to 3 seconds 

 

 
 

16. Click on OK 
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START the event 
session 

 
1. Expand Extended Events | Expand Sessions  

2. Right click on TrackCausalityDemo | Click on Start Session 
 

  
  

 
View event data 
 

 
Switch to Live Data query window  

 
1. Right click on name field | click on Choose columns 

 

 
 

2. Select attach_activity_id.seq , logical_reads , statement from 
Available Columns list 
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3. Click on arrow facing right side to include the columns and click on 

OK 

 
 

4. observe the event data for TrackCausality event session 

 
 

 
Close all the query 
windows 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, click 
NO 
 

 
STOP the event 
session 

 
1. Expand Extended Events | Expand Sessions  
2. Right click on TrackCausalityDemo | Click on Stop Session 

 

 
 

 
DROP the event 
session 

 
1. Expand Extended Events | Expand Sessions  

2. Right click on TrackCausalityDemo | Click on Delete | Click on 

OK 
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Summary 
In this article, we have learned: 

• Different components of extended events 

• How to view details of each components using DMV 

• How to CREATE and START an event session 

• How to view event data of an event session 

• How to view event session details using system catalog view 

• How to view configurable column and target details using DMV 

• Different types of targets available in SQL Server extended events 

• How to setup event session with different targets 

• How to view event session data for each target 

• How to configure extended event session from GUI 

• How to enable Track Causality 

• How to start an event session from GUI 

• How to view Live Data for an event session 

• How to STOP and DROP an event session 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About SQLMaestros Hands-On-Labs 

 SQLMaestros Hands-On-Labs are packaged in multiple volumes based on roles 
(DBA, DEV & BIA). Each lab document consists of multiple exercises and each 
exercise consists of multiple tasks.  
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Configure MSDTC to run Distributed transactions for SQL 

Server Linux Containers on Azure Kubernetes (Page 1 of 7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: This article is an extract from *Microsoft SQL Server Blog*. 

 

t’s been a while since I've had the opportunity to write and share a blog post about SQL Server 

containers and Linux. Today, I'd like to show you how to set up and use MSDTC (Microsoft 

Distributed Transaction Coordinator) to execute distributed transactions for SQL Server containers 

running on a Kubernetes platform.  

Please see the following documentation for more information on DTC and SQL Server on Linux. How 

to configure MSDTC on Linux - SQL Server | Microsoft Docs. 

The first step is to set up a Kubernetes cluster and connect to it. As usual, I'll be using Azure Kubernetes 

Service (AKS) as my Kubernetes Platform. Please see  Quickstart: Deploy an AKS cluster by using Azure 

CLI - Azure Kubernetes Service | Microsoft Docs This documentation describes how to deploy an Azure 

Kubernetes Service cluster with Azure CLI. After the cluster has been deployed, we will proceed to 

connect to the Azure Kubernetes Cluster using the steps outlined here. 

I'm going to use the cluster's default namespace to deploy my SQL Server containers and other 

supporting objects. Before I deploy my SQL Server containers, I need to save the 'sa' password as a 

secret in Kubernetes, so I'd use the command:  

 kubectl create secret generic mssql --from-literal=SA_PASSWORD="MyC0m9l&xP@ssw0rd" 

Please note, I will use the same ‘sa’ password to connect to both the SQL Server instances that I deploy. 

Now that we've created the secret, we're ready to deploy SQL Server containers. I prefer and 

recommend deploying SQL Server containers as'statefulset' deployments, which ensure that the 

container name and hostname remain unchanged even after the pods are deleted and recreated. For 

more information on statefulset deployments, see StatefulSets | Kubernetes. 

The following yaml script is used to deploy the following objects: one storage class, two SQL Server 

containers, and two load balancer services to connect to the respective SQL Servers. 

kind: StorageClass 

apiVersion: storage.k8s.io/v1 
metadata: 

     name: azure-disk 

I 

Amit Khandelwal |        @amvain87 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/sql-server-blog/configure-msdtc-to-run-distributed-transactions-for-sql-server/ba-p/3259913
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/linux/sql-server-linux-configure-msdtc?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/linux/sql-server-linux-configure-msdtc?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-walkthrough
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-walkthrough
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-walkthrough#connect-to-the-cluster
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/statefulset/
https://twitter.com/amvin87
https://twitter.com/amvin87
https://twitter.com/amvin87
https://twitter.com/amvin87
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provisioner: kubernetes.io/azure-disk 

parameters: 
  storageaccounttype: Standard_LRS 

  kind: Managed 

--- 
apiVersion: apps/v1 

kind: StatefulSet 

metadata: 
 name: mssql 

 labels: 
  app: mssql 

spec: 

 serviceName: "mssql" 
 replicas: 2 

 selector: 

  matchLabels: 
   app: mssql 

 template: 

  metadata: 
   labels: 

    app: mssql 

  spec: 
   securityContext: 

     fsGroup: 10001 

   containers: 
   - name: mssql 

     image: mcr.microsoft.com/mssql/server:2019-latest 

     ports: 
     - containerPort: 1433 

       name: tcpsql 
     - containerPort: 13500 

       name: dtcport 

     - containerPort: 51000 
       name: dtctcpport 

     env: 

     - name: ACCEPT_EULA 
       value: "Y" 

     - name: MSSQL_ENABLE_HADR 

       value: "1" 
     - name: MSSQL_AGENT_ENABLED 

       value: "1" 

     - name: MSSQL_RPC_PORT 
       value: "13500" 

     - name: MSSQL_DTC_TCP_PORT 

       value: "51000" 
     - name: SA_PASSWORD 

       valueFrom: 

         secretKeyRef: 
          name: mssql 

          key: SA_PASSWORD 
     volumeMounts: 

     - name: mssql 

       mountPath: "/var/opt/mssql" 
 volumeClaimTemplates: 
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   - metadata: 

      name: mssql 
     spec: 

      accessModes: 

      - ReadWriteOnce 
      resources: 

       requests: 

        storage: 8Gi 
--- 

apiVersion: v1 
kind: Service 

metadata: 

  name: mssql-0 
spec: 

  type: LoadBalancer 

  loadBalancerIP: 40.88.213.209 
  selector: 

    statefulset.kubernetes.io/pod-name: mssql-0 

  ports: 
  - protocol: TCP 

    port: 1433 

    targetPort: 1433 
    name: tcpsql 

  - protocol: TCP 

    port: 51000 
    targetPort: 51000 

    name: dtctcpport 

  - protocol: TCP 
    port: 135  

    targetPort: 13500 
    name: nonrootport 

--- 

apiVersion: v1 
kind: Service 

metadata: 

  name: mssql-1 
spec: 

  type: LoadBalancer 

  loadBalancerIP: 20.72.137.129 
  selector: 

    statefulset.kubernetes.io/pod-name: mssql-1 

  ports: 
  - protocol: TCP 

    port: 1433 

    targetPort: 1433 
    name: tcpsql 

  - protocol: TCP 

    port: 51000 
    targetPort: 51000 

    name: dtctcpport 
  - protocol: TCP 

    port: 135 

    targetPort: 13500 
    name: nonrootport 
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Let me explain each section of the script above. The first section of the script below creates the Azure 

disk-based storageClass, which is used as persistent storage for SQL Server containers. 

kind: StorageClass 

apiVersion: storage.k8s.io/v1 
metadata: 

     name: azure-disk 

provisioner: kubernetes.io/azure-disk 
parameters: 

  storageaccounttype: Standard_LRS 

  kind: Managed 
 

The script's second section deploys multiple SQL Server instances as part of a single deployment. The 

number of SQL Server containers deployed is determined by the value you enter in the replicas field. 

In this case, we're only deploying two SQL Server containers. We are also configuring two environment 

variables that are required for MSDTC configuration. 

MSSQL RPC PORT-> 13500: This is the TCP port to which the 'RPC endpoint mapper' process is bound. 

MSSQL DTC TCP PORT -> 51000: This is the port on which the MSDTC server listens. If this option is 

not set, the MSDTC service will use a random ephemeral port on service restarts, and firewall 

exceptions will need to be reconfigured to ensure that the MSDTC service can communicate. We are 

also exposing these ports 1433, 13500, and 51000 at the container level. 

For the above two environment variables, you can use any port of your choice. 

kind: StorageClass 

apiVersion: storage.k8s.io/v1 
metadata: 

     name: azure-disk 

provisioner: kubernetes.io/azure-disk 
parameters: 

  storageaccounttype: Standard_LRS 

  kind: Managed 
--- 

apiVersion: apps/v1 

kind: StatefulSet 
metadata: 

 name: mssql 

 labels: 
  app: mssql 

spec: 
 serviceName: "mssql" 

 replicas: 2 

 selector: 
  matchLabels: 

   app: mssql 

 template: 
  metadata: 

   labels: 

    app: mssql 
  spec: 

   securityContext: 

     fsGroup: 10001 
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   containers: 

   - name: mssql 
     image: mcr.microsoft.com/mssql/server:2019-latest 

     ports: 

     - containerPort: 1433 
       name: tcpsql 

     - containerPort: 13500 

       name: dtcport 
     - containerPort: 51000 

       name: dtctcpport 
     env: 

     - name: ACCEPT_EULA 

       value: "Y" 
     - name: MSSQL_ENABLE_HADR 

       value: "1" 

     - name: MSSQL_AGENT_ENABLED 
       value: "1" 

     - name: MSSQL_RPC_PORT 

       value: "13500" 
     - name: MSSQL_DTC_TCP_PORT 

apiVersion: apps/v1 

kind: StatefulSet 
metadata: 

 name: mssql 

 labels: 
  app: mssql 

spec: 

 serviceName: "mssql" 
 replicas: 2 

 selector: 
  matchLabels: 

   app: mssql 

 template: 
  metadata: 

   labels: 

    app: mssql 
  spec: 

   securityContext: 

     fsGroup: 10001 
   containers: 

   - name: mssql 

     image: mcr.microsoft.com/mssql/server:2019-latest 
     ports: 

     - containerPort: 1433 

       name: tcpsql 
     - containerPort: 13500 

       name: dtcport 

     - containerPort: 51000 
       name: dtctcpport 

     env: 
     - name: ACCEPT_EULA 

       value: "Y" 

     - name: MSSQL_ENABLE_HADR 
       value: "1" 
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     - name: MSSQL_AGENT_ENABLED 

       value: "1" 
     - name: MSSQL_RPC_PORT 

       value: "13500" 

     - name: MSSQL_DTC_TCP_PORT 
       value: "51000" 

     - name: SA_PASSWORD 

       valueFrom: 
         secretKeyRef: 

          name: mssql 
          key: SA_PASSWORD 

     volumeMounts: 

     - name: mssql 
       mountPath: "/var/opt/mssql" 

 

The script concludes with the creation of the load balancer service, which allows us to connect to the 

SQL Server instances externally. You'll notice in the script that we expose three ports: 1433 for 

connecting to SQL Server, and 13500 and 51000 for DTC communication. We also configure port 

routing to occur between port 135 (MSDTC RPC port) and port 13500 using the 'port' and 'targetPort' 

options in the script. I also am configuring the load balancers to use static IPs, which ensures that the 

external IP address for the service does not change when the service is deleted and recreated. To 

know more and to create static IPs in AKS please refer: Use static IP with load balancer - Azure 

Kubernetes Service | Microsoft Docs. 

    port: 1433 

    targetPort: 1433 
    name: tcpsql 

  - protocol: TCP 

    port: 51000 
    targetPort: 51000 

    name: dtctcpport 

  - protocol: TCP 
    port: 135 

    targetPort: 13500 

    name: nonrootport 
 

After you've used yaml to create the necessary objects. When you use the command kubectl get all to 

list all the objects, you should see something like this. 

 
You can now connect to the SQL Servers, add linked servers, and run the distributed transactions 

shown below. 
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I connect to mssql-1, then add mssql-0 as a linked server and run the distributed transaction to list 

mssql-0's sysprocesses. 

USE [master] 

GO 
EXEC master.dbo.sp_addlinkedserver  = N'40.88.213.209', @srvproduct=N'SQL 

Server' ; 

GO 
 

EXEC master.dbo.sp_addlinkedsrvlogin @rmtsrvname = N'40.88.213.209', 

@rmtuser = 'sa', @rmtpassword = 'xxxx', @useself = N'False'; 
GO 

 

set xact_abort on 
begin distributed transaction 

select * from [40.88.213.209].master.dbo.sysprocesses 

commit 
Go 

 
 

NOTE: This article is an extract from *Microsoft SQL Server Blog*. 
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n this article, you will learn about centralizing and reporting on auditing data in SQL Server and 

Azure SQL. In previous issues of SQL Server Geeks Magazine, I described how to set up SQL Server 

Audit and Azure SQL auditing.  An important part of auditing is being able to easily query the data 

and report on it.  

SQL Server Audit Centralization  
Each of my production servers has a SQL Server Audit setup.  These collect permissions and schema 

changes for that server.  I want all production server audit data in a central location for easy querying 

and reporting.   

For centralizing, I have a few things setup:  

1. Auditing database – There is an Auditing database on my centralized SQL Server. It stores the 

auditing data from all production servers.  Use this script to set up the Auditing database: 

https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/1-create-

AuditChanges-table-on-cms.sql 

 

2. Auditing user – This is created on my centralized SQL Server. This user has permission to 

modify the Auditing database.  Use this script to set up the auditing user:  

https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/1a-create-

sqlauditing-user.sql  

 

3. Linked server – Each production server has a linked server.  It links it to the centralized 

auditing SQL Server.  This linked server uses the auditing user. Use this script to set up the 

linked server: https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-

scripts/blob/main/2-setup-linked-server-on-audited-servers.sql 

 

4. Auditing Collection SQL Agent job – This collects audit data from the .sqlaudit files. The audit 

data is inserted into the centralized auditing database.  Each SQL Server version has different 

columns available in the audit.   

Use this script to set up the agent job on SQL Server 2017 or later: 

https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/3-audit-

changes-collection-job-version-2017.sql  

I 

Josephine Bush |      @hellosqlkitty    
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Use this script to set up the agent job on versions older than SQL Server 2017: 

https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/3-audit-

changes-collection-job-version-b4-2017.sql  

 

5. Audit Data Retention SQL Agent job – I only keep 30 days of auditing data. How much you 

keep depends on factors you can decide on. 30 days was a nice, round number, so I chose 

that. Use this script to clean your auditing data: https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-

sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/6-cleanup-audit-data.sql  

 

SQL Server Audit Reporting  
Once the audit data is centralized, I use an agent job to send a report daily.  To make the reporting 

agent job work, you need to set up and configure database mail.  Use this script to set up database 

mail: https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/4-setup-

dbmail.sql  

Use this script to set up your daily reporting agent job: https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-

centralization-scripts/blob/main/5-email-audit-findings.sql  

The following screenshot shows a sample report:    

 

Here is a description of each of the columns in the report:  

• Event Time – This gives you the ability to link the action to a time.  It’s very important for 

troubleshooting and filtering the report to specific timeframes.  

• Audit Action – I include this because sometimes it’s not clear why you have a statement in the 

audit.  For example, VIEW SERVER STATE might appear with some other statements.  This 

audit action column helps you sort out why you may be seeing something you think shouldn’t 

be on the report.   

• Partial Statement - I only include the partial statement because the full statement tends to 

make for a very ugly HTML table.  The full statements are in the database, you can always go 

look there if you need them.   

• Server – You will most likely have many servers in your audit report. This helps to differentiate 

them.    

https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/3-audit-changes-collection-job-version-b4-2017.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/3-audit-changes-collection-job-version-b4-2017.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/6-cleanup-audit-data.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/6-cleanup-audit-data.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/4-setup-dbmail.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/4-setup-dbmail.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/5-email-audit-findings.sql
https://github.com/sqlkitty/auditing-sqlserver-centralization-scripts/blob/main/5-email-audit-findings.sql
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• Database – You will most likely have many databases in your audit report. This helps to 

differentiate them.    

• Schema – If the audit record is for an object that's inside the database, you will have a schema.  

Again, nice to know the schema since you might have more than one of those in the database.  

• Username – This tells you who made this audited change.  Another very important column 

because you might have to go back to them if there are any issues.   

• Successful – This is 1 for Yes and 0 for No.  I added the successful column because we were 

seeing users executing scripts for which they would need elevated permission. It turns out, 

the audit will show you if it did not succeed. The appuser did not have access to truncate the 

table and it shows zero under successful to let you know it failed.  

Azure SQL Database Audit Centralization  
My favorite way to store Azure SQL Database audit logs is with log analytics.  I put all my Azure SQL 

Databases in the same log analytics workspace. This makes it easy to query and report on the audit 

data.   

You can access this data by either navigating to your log analytics workspace or into Auditing under 

each of the audited databases.  The following screenshot shows the steps to access the auditing data 

from the database:  

 

Even if you enable auditing at the server level, you still have to access the audit data via the database.  

It’s easier to go into your log analytics workspace to see all the audit data in one place instead of 

clicking on different databases to see it.  The following screenshot shows a workspace summary of 

auditing records in the log analytics workspace:  
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You can click on actions, database names, or IP addresses to drill down for more detailed information.  

This is good for a high-level overview or a quick look-see of what’s happening with your audit data.   

But better yet, is querying your audit data with Kusto Query Language (KQL).   It’s easy to figure out, 

especially if you know SQL.   Here’s a link to a SQL to Kusto cheat sheet:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/sqlcheatsheet 

If you want to query the audit data in the logs analytics workspace, you can click on Logs, and use a 

Kusto query, as shown in the following screenshot:  

 

The Kusto query I recommend using is:  

AzureDiagnostics 

| where Category == 'SQLSecurityAuditEvents’ 

   and TimeGenerated > ago(1d)  

| project 

   event_time_t, 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/sqlcheatsheet
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   database_name_s, 

   statement_s, 

   server_principal_name_s, 

   succeeded_s, 

   client_ip_s, 

   application_name_s, 

   additional_information_s, 

   data_sensitivity_information_s 

| order by event_time_t desc 

This query gets all SQLSecurityAuditEvents generated on the last day and orders them by the event 

time descending.  There are more columns you can add to this.  You can also filter on those columns.   

There are a lot of options with Kusto, like with SQL queries.  

Azure SQL Database Audit Reporting 

To report on auditing data in Azure, I use Logic Apps.  You can set up an easy workflow to email your 

team the audit data for the last day (or the frequency of your choosing).    

There is something you need to keep in mind when setting up this reporting.  If you leave the default 

auditing configuration in place for Azure SQL Auditing, you will be getting a TON of auditing data.  With 

that much data, your logic app will because the CSV attachment will be too large to send via email.  

There is a way to change the default auditing configuration to capture less auditing data.  You can use 

Azure PowerShell for this.   I recommend modifying the default auditing configuration to suit your 

auditing needs.  You can read more about this process by visiting: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview#using-azure-powershell 

The following screenshot shows you the workflow that I set up for my Logic App:  

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
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Let’s break this down step-by-step:  

• Recurrence – How often this Logic App will run.  Note that “At these hours” is in the UTC. I 

have mine run daily at 10 am UTC. 
 

 
 

• Run query and list results – In this step, I use the Kusto query I recommend for querying your 

audit data. 
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• Create CSV table – This creates a CSV file to store the audit results. This is much easier than 

trying to format the results into HTML in the body of the email. 
 

 
   

• Send an email (V2) – This will allow you to configure an email to be sent with the CSV results 

attached.  Make sure to fill out the Attachments Content AND the Attachments Name.  If you 

don’t include the Attachments Name, the attachment won’t be included with the email. 
 

 
 

Additional Information 
  
Kusto Query Language (KQL) 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/ 

 
Create Azure Logic Apps in the Azure portal 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/quickstart-create-first-logic-app-workflow 

Azure SQL Create or Update Database Auditing Policy 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview#using-azure-

powershell 

 
 
 

https://docs.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/quickstart-create-first-logic-app-workflow
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview#using-azure-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview#using-azure-powershell
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ntroduced in 2016, SQL Server Query Store feature is one of the best feature Microsoft has offered 

to identify the performance problems with our queries so we can fix them very quickly. So what 

does the Query Store feature offers? Query Store is a database level feature that when turned on 

at the database level, it will capture the Queries, execution plans, resources consumed by your queries 

and run time statistics over time so you can easily find the difference between the execution plans 

generated over time for your queries. Through the system views collected inside the database, the 

information can be reviewed, check for the changes to the query plans, identify slowly running 

queries. You can view the execution plans and stats overtime for your queriers using the GUI.  

Query Store benefits does not only limit to finding the performance causing problems but also ability 

to force the plans that may be optimal for your queries. Forcing a plan is simple. It can be done by 

using GUI or by using T-SQL query.  

The other important benefits are to use automatic plan correction feature that uses Query Store, but 

it requires you to have Enterprise edition of SQL Server (from SQL Server 2017 and above). Automatic 

plan correction will automatically find the regression between your query plans and force the last 

good plan for you. This is a continuous monitoring process for query plan regressions. This will save 

your time and energy from the tedious work of forcing the plans manually, remember what plans have 

been forced and monitor manually if the plans are still effective and an optimal choice for your growing 

workloads. Learn how the automatic plan correction works with practical example here. 

Benefits doesn’t stop there. You can use Query Store to capture baselines during database upgrades. 

If you are upgrading database from lower environments to new environment, place the database in 

the older compatibility mode and enable the Query Store feature on the database to capture the query 

plan and stats information before upgrading the compatibility level to the latest version. This will help 

capture the information for your queries just like the way they use to work in older environments so 

you can compare them with the upgraded database with latest compatibility mode version of queries 

and see if there are any regressions with the query plans and performance differences. If there are 

any regressions in your plans and query performance, it is easy to identify and force the last good plan. 

Know how to capture baseline data for upgrades here. 

Other advantage is to use Query Store hints. If you are having parameter sensitive queries and have 

the performance problems due to the inefficient plan saved in the plan cache effecting the later 

I 

Deepthi Goguri  |       @dbanuggets    

https://dbanuggets.com/2022/01/05/query-store-fundamentals-how-automatic-plan-correction-works/
https://dbanuggets.com/2021/12/07/query-store-fundamentals-use-case-database-upgrades/
https://twitter.com/dbanuggets
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executions of those queries, using Query hints can be beneficial. You don’t have to recompile these 

queries by changing the base code anymore. You can use the Query Store hints (currently in preview 

mode) to solve the parameter sensitive query plans without changing the underlying code. Learn how 

to use the Query Store hints here and here. 

To enable the Query store on a database, run the below query on the database you would like to 

enable Query Store 

ALTER DATABASE (databasename) 

SET QUERY_STORE =ON (OPERATION_MODE = READ_WRITE) 

There are three operation modes that you can chose while enabling the Query Store: 

Read write: This operation mode will read as well as write the information to the Query store.  

Read only: This mode will only read any forced plan information from the Query Store but cannot 

write any information to the Query Store. 

Off: When this mode is set, the Query Store is turned off. 

Once you turn on the Query Store feature on your database, it is not over. You need to make sure the 

settings are properly chosen based on the capture requirements and your business needs. There are 

some recommendations from Microsoft that can help you along the way. Let’s see what capture 

modes we have for Query Store. 

All: This capture mode will capture all the queries. This mode is not suggested by Microsoft because 

this mode can easily fill up the Query Store space and cause the Query Store to go to read only mode 

(once the storage allocated to Query Store is full, the Query Store can go to read only mode 

automatically) 

Auto: This capture mode is the recommended mode by Microsoft. For the query to be captured by 

this mode, it must meet certain compile CPU time, execution count and runtime duration. This 

information is internal to Microsoft as per the information here.  

None: This mode will stop capturing any queries to Query Store 

Custom: You can choose the custom policy. This setting will define the queries to be evaluated during 

the internal capture policy time threshold. Based up on the evaluations, the query will be captured. 

There are other important configuration options that you need to understand before enabling the 

Query Store. You can find the best practices document from Microsoft docs here and my blog post 

here about how Query Store works. 

Once you setup the Query Store, if you believe you are having many ad hoc queries and that is filling 

up your Query Store MAX size limit, run this query from here to clear only ah hoc queries from query 

store. 

New exciting improvements for Query Store in SQL Server 2022 

1. Query Store will be automatically enabled for the new SQL Databases. If you already have 

databases and migrated them to SQL 2022, this will not effect, meaning you still must 

manually enable the feature for your database. 

https://dbanuggets.com/2022/01/19/query-store-fundamentals-query-store-hints/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/performance/query-store-hints?view=azuresqldb-current
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/performance/best-practice-with-the-query-store?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/performance/best-practice-with-the-query-store?view=sql-server-ver15
https://dbanuggets.com/2021/12/02/query-store-fundamentals-how-does-query-store-work/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/performance/monitoring-performance-by-using-the-query-store?view=sql-server-ver15
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2. In SQL Server 2022, Query Store is going to be supported for Availability groups for read only 

replicas.  

3. Improve the performance of the queries choosing better plans by using the feedback cycle 

information associated with MAXDOP and CE (cardinality estimation).  

Summary: 

Query Store feature can help you monitor and capture information for your queries just like the 

monitoring tool. It is an excellent feature to take advantage of. Microsoft engineering team has been 

investing lot of time to include this feature as a default feature for the new databases in SQL Server 

2022. I am looking forward and excited for the new features SQL Server 2022 has to offer! 
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